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WHAT IS GRAVIT Y?
The downward force on an airplane is
caused by gravity. Gravity is the force that
pulls objects down toward the ground, and
keeps us and everything else on earth from
ﬂoating away into space.
Gravity is a force of attraction between
any two objects. All objects experience
gravity and have an attraction to all other
objects. Gravity makes an object that has a
large mass feel heavy. This is because the
effect of gravity pulls on objects with large
masses with more force than it pulls on
objects that have small masses.
Flight is possible only when the force of
gravity is overcome by the force of lift.
Heavy objects need more lift than lighter
objects if they are going to be able to ﬂy.

DID YOU KNOW?
Gravity causes the tides!
Gravity is the force that keeps the moon
in orbit around earth. But did you know
the moon pulls on the earth too? The
closer two objects are, the more pulling
force they have on each other.
The earth has solid land and liquid oceans.
s.
Whatever portion of the earth is closest to the moon is most strongly affected
by the moon’s gravity. The water there rises in a bulge, causing the sea to rise
in a high tide. In order for there to be a high tide somewhere on earth, there
must be a low tide somewhere else. The relationship between gravity and
tides is fascinating. To learn more, ﬁnd a book or website about the tides.

WHAT IS LIFT?

WHAT IS DRAG?

The upward force on an airplane is called lift.
Flight is possible only when the force of lift is
strong enough to overcome the downward
force of gravity.

Drag is the force that slows down an
airplane. If you have ever held your hand
outside the window of a moving car and
felt the air pushing against your hand,
you have experienced drag.

Most airplanes have wings that are shaped like
an airfoil. An airfoil has a curved top surface and a ﬂat
bottom surface. Scientists have two explanations of how lift
is created by an airfoil.

When an airplane moves
through the air, drag is created
when the airplane moves the
air in front of it. The air then
ﬁlls in the empty space left behind the
airplane, which causes the air to pull—
or slow—the airplane. In order for an
airplane to ﬂy, the force of thrust must
overcome the drag. When speed is
important, engineers try to design
planes that have less drag.

One explanation is that the curved top surface of the
airfoil causes the air traveling above the wing to take a
longer path. The longer path means the air
above the airfoil must travel faster than the
air below it. Faster moving air is lower in
pressure than slower moving air. The slower moving air, with
greater pressure, pushes the underside of the airfoil up into the
faster air ﬂow. When the force of lift is greater than the force of
gravity on that object, then that object takes ﬂight. This concept is
known as Bernoulli’s Principle.
A compatible explanation is that as air moves over and underneath
the airfoil, it is directed downward by the trailing edge of the wing.
This is called a downwash. Newton’s laws state that there must be an equal and opposite
reaction to the downward force of the air, which forces the wing upward, and creates lift.
Imagine keeping a balloon off the ground by squirting it with a squirt gun. When the
water bounces off the bottom of the balloon (action), the balloon goes higher (reaction).
If you want the balloon to stay up, you must constantly squirt it. You are creating lift with your
squirts of water by forcing a collision between the water and the balloon. A plane’s engine
moves it forward, causing a collision between the wing and the air, which creates downwash.
The equal and opposite force from the downwash creates upward lift on the wing.
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A skydiver relies on drag to ﬁll her parachute, which increases the air resistance
and slows her fall. Drag is also important
for controlling the direction of ﬂight.
Airﬂow is faster over the upper surface
and decreases pressure.

Airﬂow is slower over the lower surface
and increases pressure.

IN VES TIG ATE

Can I Measure the Pull of Gravity? BUILD A NEWTON SCALE
Materials (per group of 2–3 students)
ÝÛÛ~Û?Yd^¤haflÛeadcÛ[Yrton, eeplqÛYf\Û
hYrlaYddqÛgh]fÛYlÛtop
ÝÛÛ~ÛRmZZ]jÛZYf\
ÝÛÛ~ÛPYh]jÛ[dahÛdYrge
ÝÛÛ~Û24” (0.6~Ûe©ÛstrahÛg^ÛeYkcaf_ÛtYhe
ÝÛÛ~ÛP]f[ad
ÝÛÛ~ÛF]dlÛlahÛh]f
ÝÛÛ~Û?gd]Ûhmf[h
ÝÛÛ~ÛD]Ykmraf_Û[mhÛoat`ÛYÛeYrcÛfor
]at`]jÛÅÛ[mhÛÛgrÛgjÛ~~ Ûed
ÝÛÛWYter
ÝÛÛTub fgjÛ[Yl[`af_Ûkhaddk
Time:ÛÛeafmtes
Set Up
~. Pun[`ÛYÛ`gd]ÛafÛthe sturdy top of the
eadcÛ[Yrton.
2. Fgd\Ûthe rmZZ]jÛZYf\ÛafÛ`Yd^ÛYjgmf\Ûthe
h]f[adÛkgÛt`YlÛt`]Ûh]f[adÛakÛYlÛt`]Û[j]Yke
Yf\Ûthe ends of the rmZZ]jÛZYf\Û\Yfgde
gfÛ]at`]jÛka\]ÛGmddÛgf]Û]f\Ûg^Ût`]Û\Yfgdafg
rmZZ]jÛZYf\Ûthrough t`]ÛdgghÛg^Ûthe other
]f\ÛYltY[`af_ÛalÛto t`]Û[]fter of t`]Ûh]f[ad.
4. TYc]ÛYÛhYh]jÛ[dahÛYf\Ûmffgd\Ût`]Û[]f¤
ter bend of t`]ÛhYh]jÛ[dahÛ~80°. You
oaddÛ[j]Yt]ÛYÛk`Yh]Ût`YlÛ`YkÛYÛ`ggcÛYlÛ
the tghÛYf\ÛZottge
ÛÛ?ggcÛgf]Û]f\Ûg^Ût`]ÛhYh]jÛ[dahÛthrough
t`]ÛeadcÛ[YrtgfÛ`gd]Û?ggcÛthe other
end of t`]ÛhYh]jÛ[dahÛthrough the rub¤
Z]jÛZYf\ÛdgghÛYltY[hed to t`]Ûh]f[ad.
ÛÛGdY[]Ût`]Û]jYk]r¤]f\Ûg^Ût`]Ûh]f[adÛgfÛ
the tYZdetghÛYdegslÛYddÛthe oYy to

o`]j]Ûthe rmZZ]jÛZYf\ÛakÛYltY[hed. Se¤
[mj]dqÛ`gd\Ût`]Û]jYk]r¤]f\Ûg^Ût`]Ûh]f[adÛ
so t`YlÛt`]Ûk`Yrh]f]\¤]f\Ûg^Ût`]Ûh]f[adÛ
sla[cs out sev]jYdÛaf[`]kÛhYst the edge
of the tYZdetghÛK`]ÛeadcÛ[YrtgfÛk`gmd\Û
^j]]dqÛ`Yf_Û^jgeÛt`]Ûh]f[ad
Do This!
~. For t`akÛY[lanaly, oorcÛafÛkeYddÛgroups of
¤Ûstudents per group.
2. Sla[cÛYÛ24” (0.6~Ûe©Ûdgf_ÛstrahÛg^ÛeYkcafg
tYh]Û\oofÛt`]Ûd]_Ûg^ÛYÛtYZd]ÛgjÛ\]kc.
ÛÛ?Yf_Ûyour eepty NeotgfÛJ[Yd]Û^jgeÛ
the tYZd]ÛYkÛ\]k[raZ]\ÛYZov]ÛDYc]ÛYÛ
horargftYdÛeYrcÛgfÛt`]ÛeYkcaf_ÛtYh]Û
o`]j]Ûthe bottgeÛg^Ût`]ÛeadcÛ[Yrton
`Yf_kÛWrat]ÛYÛÛfext to t`akÛeYrc.
ÛÛDYc]ÛYÛhj]\a[ton of hooÛt`]ÛeadcÛ[Yrton
oaddÛeove ohen alÛakÛ^add]\Ûoal`ÛoYl]r. NaddÛal
eov]Ûdoo]jÛgjÛ`a_`]jÛ^jgeÛt`]Ûr]jgÛeYrc?
5. PdY[]Ût`]ÛlmZÛZ]dooÛthe NeotgfÛJ[Yd]Ûto
[Yl[`ÛYnqÛkhaddkÛFaddÛt`]Ûe]Ykmraf_Û[mp
oath oYter tgÛkda_`ldqÛd]kkÛt`YfÛt`]ÛeYrc.
ÛÛ:Yj]^mddy pour the oYt]jÛ^jgeÛt`]Ûe]Ykmr¤
af_Û[mhÛafto t`]ÛeadcÛ[YrtgfÛ?Yf_Ûthe
NeotgfÛJ[Yd]ÛYkÛZ]fgj]ÛYf\ÛeYrcÛthe tYhe
o`]j]Ûthe bottgeÛg^Ût`]ÛeadcÛ[YrtgfÛ`Yf_k.
Wrat]ÛYÛ~Ûfext to t`akÛeYrcÛK`]Û\astYf[e
betoeen t`]ÛÛYf\Û~ÛeYrckÛk`oos you
t`]ÛYegmflÛg^ÛhmddÛg^Ûgf]ÛNeoton.
7. Preda[lÛo`YlÛoadd hYhh]fÛo`en theÛeadcÛ
[YjlgfÛakÛ^add]\Ûoal`Ûegj]ÛoYl]jÛgjÛoal`Ûgl`]j
eYteraYdk DrYoÛYÛeYrcÛYnd dYb]dÛalÛoath YÛ
fmeZer for ]Y[`ÛeYteraYd thYt you test. TryÛal!

ÛK`]Ûk[Yd]ÛoaddÛgfdqÛZ]ÛYZd]Ûto detereafe
a^ÛeYteraYdkÛYj]Ûgj]Yt]jÛgjÛd]kkÛt`YfÛgfe
Neoton. Due to the [hYf_af_Ûj]kastYf[e
afÛthe rmZZ]jÛZYf\Ûloo NeotofkÛoaddÛfot
f][]kkYradqÛZ]Ûloa[]ÛYkÛfYjÛ^jgeÛt`]Ûr]jo
hgaflÛYkÛt`]Ûk][gf\ÛeYrc. Faddaf_Ût`]ÛeadcÛ
[YrtgfÛoat`ÛÛhaflkÛg^ÛoYt]jÛ[YfÛhjg\m[e
YÛloo NeotgfÛeYrcÛgfÛthe tYh].

Think About It!
@eY_afe the foj[] of gjYvaly on Y Boe¤
afg 787 YarhdYne. A fuddy doY\]\ 787¤8Ûas
YhhjoxaeYtedy 2~9,539 cg. T`asÛas equYd to
927,Û`Yd^¤haflÛeadcÛ[YjlgfkÛ^add]\ÛmhÛoal`
oYter! The foj[] of gjYvaly on t`as hdYfe
puddk Yt Ybout 2.2ÛeaddagfÛNeotons.Û?ooÛ^Yr
ooud\ Y super strong rubber bYnd stret[h
oath Y Boeafg 787¤8 hYngafg frgeÛal?
Why?
The fgj[]ÛYhhda]\ÛtgÛYfÛgZb][lÛ[Yuses the
gZb][lÛto [`Yfg]ÛhgkalagfÛ8 foj[]Û[YfÛhmkh
gjÛhmddÛ>jYnatYlagfYdÛfgj[]Ûak e]Ykmj]\Ûan
NeotgfkÛYf\ÛYdoYykÛhmddkÛ\oofÛtooYrd the
[]fter of t`]Û]Yrt`Û>jYnalqÛhmddkÛeore on
gZb][lkÛt`YlÛ`Yv]Ûegj]ÛeYkk.
In t`akÛanveslagYlagfÛyou observed the
YegmflÛg^ÛgjYnatYlagfYdÛfgj[]Û[j]Yted
by one Neoton (The gjYnatYlagfYdÛfgj[]Û
hmddkÛ2~ÛhaflkÛg^ÛoYt]jÛoat`ÛYÛfgj[]Ûg^Û
one Neotgf©ÛLkaf_Ûgf]ÛNeotgfÛYkÛYÛ
stYf\Yj\ÛygmÛ[YfÛephdgj]Ûot`]jÛeYteraYdkÛ
Yf\Ûe]Ykmj]Ût`]ÛYegmflÛg^ÛgrYnatYlagfYdÛ
fgj[]Ûhmddaf_ÛmhgfÛt`]eÛ

How Does Thrust Work? PUSH ME? PUSH YOU BACK
MaterialsÛÛ¨h]jÛhYar, t`akÛoorcs best
oath slm\]flkÛg^ÛkaeadYjÛo]a_`l©
ÝÛÛÛJ[got]jÛZgYj\kÛZgrroo]\Û^jgeÛ_qeÛ
[dYkkÛ¨kcYc]ZgYj\kÛgjÛg^^a[]Û[`YajkÛ
[YfÛZ]ÛkmZslalmted)
ÝÛÛPost]jÛhYh]r, fgd\]\ÛafÛ`Yd^
ÝÛÛP]f[ad
Time: ~Ûeafmtes
Prepare
<phdYafÛto the slm\]flkÛo`YlÛoaddÛ`Yhh]fÛan
t`akÛexperae]flÛ¦Û]Y[`Ûe]eZ]jÛg^Ûthe stu¤
\]flÛhYajÛoaddÛkalÛ[gehdetedqÛgfÛ`ak£`]jÛk[goter
ZgYrd. Ondy one student of t`]ÛhYajÛoaddÛhmkh
l`]Ûgl`]jÛklm\]flÛ^ajedqÛoal`Û`akÛgjÛ`]jÛYjek
Both ra\]rs need to try to ceep t`]ajÛ]flaje
Zg\a]kÛgfÛl`]Ûk[ggl]jÛYf\Ûg^^Ûl`]Û^dggj

Do This!
~. On the top `Yd^ of the post]jÛhYh]r, drYoÛ
YÛkcet[h of the togÛk[goterkÛoath t`]ar
ra\]rkÛLkaf_ÛYrrookÛYf\Ûoor\kÛhj]\a[t
o`YlÛoaddÛ`Yhh]fÛto BOK?Ûra\]rkÛYfter
the push.
2. Run the experae]flÛYkÛ\]k[raZ]\.
Try to push ygmjÛhYrtner’kÛk[got]jÛZgYrd
afst]Y\Ûg^Û`]jÛZg\qÛa^Ûk`]Û[Yn’t stYy
ZYdYf[]\ÛgfÛt`]Ûk[got]jÛZgYrd.
3. On the bottgeÛ`Yd^ of the poster hYh]r,
drYoÛthe too k[ooters Ynd raders. Usafg
Yrroos Ynd oords, \]k[raZeÛo`Yt Y[tuYddy
hYhh]ned Yfter the push.
4. RmfÛegre traYdk Ynd observe the resudts.
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Think About It!
ÝÛÛN`YlÛ`Yhh]f]\Ûto the ra\]jÛo`gÛoYs
hmk`]\Û;a\Ût`akÛkmrprak]Ûyou?
ÝÛÛN`YlÛ`Yhh]f]\Ûto the ra\]jÛo`gÛ\ad
t`]Ûhmk`af_Û;a\Ût`akÛkmrprak]Ûyou?
ÝÛÛ?ooÛdoes theÛeoveeent of the k[ooter
raders saemdYte hooÛYn YarhdYne engane
eoves Yn YarhdYne foroYrd?
Why?
Neoton’kÛK`ard LYoÛstYtes thYlÛeverqÛY[tagn
`YkÛYfÛ]qmYdÛYf\Ûghhgkat]Ûj]Y[laon. Young
[`ad\j]fÛdove t`]Ûa\]YÛg^Ûthrust ¦ÛY ca[cÛof
YÛkg[[]jÛZYddÛgjÛt`]ÛjgYjÛg^ÛYÛjg[cet dYmn[h.
Ff]Ûg^Ûl`]ÛegklÛ\a^^a[mdlÛ[gf[]hlkÛdafc]\Ûlg
thruslÛakÛt`YlÛthe fgj[]Ûg^Ûeov]e]ftÛan one
\aj][lagfÛakÛ]qmYdÛto the foj[]Ûhmkhaf_ ZY[c.

Materials (per person)
ÝÛÛ~ÛJ`]et of paper
ÝÛÛ1 Hardback book larger than the paper
Time: 15 minutes

Do This!
1. Hold the sheet of paper in one hand
and the book in the other at the same
height. Predict which one will win in a
race to the ground.
2. Drop both objects at the same time
from approximately shoulder height.
3. Now place the sheet of paper directly
on top of the book without any part of
the paper hanging beyond the edge of
the book. Predict which one will win in a
race to the ground.
4. Hold the paper onto the
book with your thumbs and
drop both the book and the
paper at the same time from
the same height as before.
Think About It!
ÝÛÛNhy does the paper fall differently in
each drop?
ÝÛÛN`YlÛforces are acting upon the paper
in each drop?
ÝÛÛ8ajÛj]kastance acts on airplanes and
sheets of paper alik]ÛN`YlÛakÛthe
difference between a falling piece of
paper and an airplane?

Why?
Nhen an object moves through air,
drag is caused by air resistance.Û8ar
resistance is the result of collisions of
the object’s leading surface with air
molecules. The actual amount of air
resistance encountered by the object is
mostly dependent upon the area of the
leading edge of the falling object. The
book and the notebook paper experience nearly the same amount of air
resistance because their leading edges
are approximately the same area, but
air resistance has little effect on the
book, because the force of gravity is
much greater than the opposing force
of drag. Nhen the paper falls on top of
the book, the leading edge of the paper
is shielded by the book, minimizing the
effect of air resistance.

Can a Breath Lift Water? STRAW FOUNTAIN
Materials (per person)
¾ full with water
ÝÛÛDYkcaf_Ûtape, 1-2” (3-5 cm) wide
ÝÛÛÛ;rinking straws
ÝÛÛJ[akkgrs
ÝÛÛTowels for clean up
ÝÛÛ11” x 17” (28x43cm) sheet of black
construction paper
ÝÛÛTub for preparing materials and
catching spills
Time: 20 minutes
Set Up
1. Fill the drinking cup ¾ full of water.
2. Place a single strip of masking tape
over the top of the drinking cup.
ÛÛDYke a small tear (smaller than the diameter of the straw) in the center of the tape
with the scissors. Push JtraoÛ8Ûthrough the
hole so that it stands up on its own near
the center of the cup, but does not touch
the bottom of the cup. Trim JtraoÛ8ÛkgÛthat
it is about 1/2 cm. taller than the cup.

Do This!
1. Place the cup of water at one end of
the black paper.
2. Get out your chair and keel or crouch
so that your head is level with the
top of the cup. Hold Jtraw B perpendicular to the top of Jtraw 8. Blow
through Jtraw B so that the air moves
perpendicularly across the top of
Jtraw 8ÛN`YlÛ`Yhh]fk
ÛÛDYke small changes to the angle and
the distance of Jtraw B as you blow.
N`YlÛchanges?
Think About It!
ÝÛÛNhy does the water move up and out
of JtraoÛ8
ÝÛÛN`]j]ÛakÛthe air pressure changing in
this investigation?
ÝÛÛ:YfÛyou explain how a perfume
sprayer works based on this
demonstration?
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Why?
By blowing air across the top of Jtraw
8, you are lowering the air pressure
above Jtraw 8. The still air inside Jtraw
8Ûeoves upward into the space of lower
air pressure above the strawÛ8kÛthe
column of air in JtraoÛ8Ûeoves up,
the air in the cup pushes down on the
surface of the water around Jtraw 8,
pushing the water in JtraoÛ8ÛmhÛYf\ÛgmlÛ
its tghÛN`]fÛthe water gets to the top
of Jtraw 8, it is blown out in a mist. The
of water.

IN VES TIG ATE

Can Air Slow a Fall? DRAG RACING

L E G EN D S OF F L IGH T

Flight School:
How Do Pilots Control
an Airplane?
By increasing the drag on speciﬁc parts
of the plane, small ﬂaps called ailerons,
elevators, and rudders make it possible
for the pilot to control the ﬂight of the
airplane.
elevator

rudder

Pitch
Elevators make the nose of the airplane
pitch up or down. The elevators are
on the tail of the aircraft. If you raise
the elevator, the tail drops down and
the plane pitches up. If you lower the
elevator, the tail comes up and the plane
pitches down.
Roll
There is an aileron on the back edge
of each wing. Ailerons make the plane
roll, which dips each wing up or down.
By moving the ailerons in opposite
directions, you can make the plane
roll to one side or the other.

ﬂap
aileron

propeller

Yaw
The rudder makes the airplane yaw,
which turns the nose of the airplane
toward the right or left. If you move the
rudder to the right, the plane yaws to
the right. If you move the rudder to the
left, the plane yaws to the left. To make
the plane turn, you must roll and yaw at
the same time.

WHAT IS THRUST?
The force that moves an airplane forward
is called thrust. An airplane can ﬂy only
when the thrust is strong enough to
overcome the drag on the plane.
An airplane’s engines create thrust. Enough
thrust must be made to move the plane fast
enough to create lift with the wings. There
are four main types of airplane thrusters:
propellers, jet turbines, ramjets, and rockets.
Birds, bats, and insects create thrust by ﬂapping their wings.
Some airplanes do not have engines or
their own source of thrust. These are called
gliders. A glider needs speciﬁc environmental conditions in order to ﬂy, such as an
uplifting wind or a tow into the air from an
airplane with an engine.

Airplane Propeller: The Twisted Wing
If you look closely at the shape of a propeller, it should look
familiar. It is the shape of an airfoil, just like a wing! There is
one difference between a wing and a propeller – the propeller
er
is perpendicular to the ground. While a wing’s airfoil creates
lift to keep the airplane ﬂying, the propeller’s airfoils spin to
create thrust and move the airplane forward.

Newton’s Third Law of Motion
“All forces occur in pairs, and these
two forces are equal in magnitude
and opposite in direction.”
A girl and a boy are standing on skateboards. When the girl pushes the boy,
both skaters move away from each other
with a force equal to that of the push.
A jet engine works using the same
concept. The fuel burns and leaves the
back of the engine with a huge force.
The jet engine and everything connected
to it move in the opposite direction with
the same amount of force.
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DID YOU KNOW?
December 17, 1903: Orville Wright ﬂew
the Wright Flyer into the history books.
The longest of the three ﬂights of the
Wright Flyer was 196 feet (59.74 m).
The Flyer gained an altitude of only about
10 feet (3.05 m) above the ground. The
entire ﬂight only lasted 21 seconds. The
entire ﬂight could have easily taken place
inside the body of a Boeing 747 airplane.

CREDITS
CAREERS IN THE
AVIATION INDUSTRY
There are many ways to become involved
in the exciting aviation industry.

The Legends of Flight Grades K-3 Teacher’s Guide was developed by
Kristen Clapper Bergsman and Matthew Merritt for Paciﬁc Science Center,
under the direction of project manager Heather Gibbons.

• Aerospace engineer

• Maintenance Mechanic

All materials produced for the ﬁlm, Legends of Flight. Reviewed for
The Boeing Company by Scott Lefeber.

• Air Marshall

• Mechanical engineer

Layout, design, and illustrations by Clayton DeFrate.

• Air Trafﬁc Controller

• Meteorologist

Editing by Sally Armbrecht.

• Baggage Handler

• Pilot

Special thanks to Ryan Bergsman.

• Civil Engineer

• Psychologist

• Electrical engineer

• Security Agent

• Flight Attendant

• Systems Engineer

• Ground Crew

• Ticket Agent

Prototyping thanks to Sylvie Davidson and Zeta Strickland of Paciﬁc Science
Center; the students of Heidi Langsdorf, Lake Forest Elementary (Shoreline,
WA), Jacquelyn Flaherty, View Ridge Elementary (Seattle, WA), and Nancy
King, the Perkins School (Seattle, WA).

• Interior Designer

LEGENDS OF FLIGHT
Directed by Stephen Low
Produced by Stephen Low and Pietro L. Serapiglia
Executive produced by Bob Kresser and Jan Baird
In Association with the Smithsonian
National Air and Space Museum

SUGGESTED RESOURCES
FOR TEACHERS
Legends of Flight Film
http://www.legendsofﬂightﬁlm.com
NASA: Four Forces on an Airplane
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/forces.html
The Boeing Company: Forces of Flight
http://www.boeing.com/companyofﬁces/aboutus/community/fof.html

NATIONAL SCIENCE EDUCATION STANDARDS FOR GRADES K-3
• Science as Inquiry: Students develop abilities necessary to conduct scientiﬁc inquiry.
• Physical Science: Students develop abilities to describe the position and motion of objects.
• Earth and Space Science: Students observe and describe objects in the sky.
• Science and Technology: Students develop an understanding about science and technology.
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SEE HOW THE AIRPLANES OF THE 20 TH
CENTURY HELPED INFLUENCE THE
RA D I CA L N E W D E S I G N O F 21ST
CENTURY AIRCRAFT.
GO BEHIND THE SCENES TO OBSERVE
HIGH TECH MANUFACTURERS AROUND
THE WORLD USING MODERN TECHNOLOGY
TO COORDINATE THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF NEW AIRCRAFT.
FLY IN THE COCKPIT WITH 787 CHIEF PILOT,
MIKE CARRIKER, AS HE TAKES THE NEW
DREAMLINER ON ITS FIRST TEST FLIGHT.

